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Abstract
The paper describes modeling of cognition-emotion interaction implemented in a neural network named Crossbar Adaptive Array in 1981. The architecture was proposed to meet two challenges: solving the delayed reinforcement learning problem for neural networks, and building a self-learning system (no advice and no reinforcement from environment) based on a neural network. The architecture introduced computation of feelings, and their interaction with learning and decision making mechanisms. It also introduced genetic environment as provider of initial emotions to the neural network. Receiving initial emotions from the genetic environment, the architecture learns using the proposed emotion backpropagation mechanism. Some developments after 1981 are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

There are various understandings of what emotion is, and how it is represented (e.g Plutchink 1962). The issue is similar to the issue of understanding intelligence, where one view of what intelligence is, is to say that intelligence is what is measured by the IQ test. Analogously, we can say that emotion is what the Emotions Profile Index (Plutchik and Kellerman 1974) measures. Computer programs have been used to draw emotional facial expressions from such a test (Bozinovski et al 1991). However, this paper considers on a more fundamental question related to emotion, and that is modeling cognition-emotion interaction (Hudlicka 2004). The question has been addressed many times in psychology (Schachter and Singer, 1962), in artificial intelligence since 1967 (Simon 1967) and in robotics since 1981 (Sloman and Croucher 1981). In neural networks the issue was first considered in 1981, on which this paper will be mostly about.

Artificial neural networks were related to decision making since their proposal (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). Their potential for pattern recognition and concept (class) formation has been studied since the early works on Pandemonium (Selfridge 1958). The learning process was modeled in a network named Perceptron since 1958 (Rosenblatt 1958, 1962). The array representation of neural networks was used since early work on Learning Matrices (Stainbuch 1961). The response-sensitive
teaching methods were studied since 1962 (Glushkov 1962). The reinforcement learning was applied since 1973 (Widrow et al. 1973) when a classification of learning system was introduced, dividing learning systems into supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning systems. Feelings and emotions in neural networks were introduced in 1981 (Bozinovski 1981a, 1981b, 1982a, 1982b), in a network named Crossbar Adaptive array (CAA) This paper will be focused on cognition-emotion interaction introduced in the CAA network.

2 Adaptive Networks Group, 1981: Delayed Reinforcement Learning Challenge

The idea of a need of a cognition-emotion interaction in an artificial neural network appeared in response to the challenge presented in 1981 in front of the Adaptive Networks Group (ANW) of the Computer and Information Sciences (COINS) department of University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The group pursued general motto stated by the Project Officer, Harry Klopf, of “building goal seeking systems from goal seeking components”. The group was mainly focused on the concept of Reinforcement Learning, and in 1981 the challenge of Delayed Reinforcement Learning was stated as well as the challenge of Assignment of Credit. Until then, the group worked on systems with immediate reinforcement for an action taken. The challenge of delayed reinforcement learning is how to engineer a secondary reinforcement mechanism (Keller and Schoenfeld, 1950), actually a reinforcement backpropagation., from a situation when reinforcement was received to the situation back in time when the corresponding action was taken. As the Assignment of Credit challenge, the problem is which neurons will be affected and which synaptic weights should be updated.

Two instances of the general delayed reinforcement learning problem were considered: the path-in-a-maze learning task (challenge presented by Rich Sutton) and the pole-balancing learning task (challenge presented by Chuck Anderson).

Two approaches were taken and two different architectures were proposed. The architectures were named Actor/Critic (A/C) architecture and Crossbar Adaptive Array (CAA) architecture. The programming work and actual experiments were carried out by Sutton (for the AC architecture) and Bozinovski (for the CAA architecture). The dynamics of cart-pole balancing system was programmed by Chuck Anderson.

3 The Actor/Critic Architecture

The Actor/Critic architecture (Barto et al, 1983), shown in Figure 1, has two main functional units, named Associative Search Element (ASE) and Adaptive Critic Element (ACE). Functioning of the AC architecture can be described by following equations:

**Associative Search Element (ASE)**

Action computing part computes action \( y \),

\[
y = f(\sum w_i x_i + noise_i)
\]

where \( f(.) \) is some neural activation function, in this case a threshold function giving 1 for nonnegative and -1 for negative arguments. Here \( noise \) is a Gaussian noise for ensuring random movement.

The learning part (memory update) is computed as

\[
w(t+1) = w(t) + \alpha r^i e_i(t)
\]

where \( \alpha \) is positive constant defining learning step size, \( r^i \) is the internal reinforcement, and \( e_i \) is the eligibility trace of the \( i \)-th input pathway, computed as

\[
e_i(t+1) = \delta e_i(t) + (1-\delta)y(t)x_i(t)
\]
where \( \alpha \), 0 \( \leq \alpha \) < 1, is the forgetting parameter of this learning equation.

**Figure 1.** The Actor/Critic (A/C) Architecture (Sutton 1981)

### Adaptive Critics Element

This element has structure of the same dimension as the memory of ASE, and the memory elements are denoted as \( v_i \). Given situation \( x \) the *prediction of reinforcement* is computed as

\[
p = \sum v_i x.
\]

Using that reinforcement prediction, the internal reinforcement is computed as

\[
r^*(t) = r(t) + \gamma p(t) - p(t-1)
\]

where \( r \) is the external reinforcement given by the environment and \( \gamma \) (here \( \gamma = .95 \)) is a discount factor for the predicted reinforcement.

The learning rule for this memory structure is a second order equation

\[
v_i(t+1) = v_i(t) + \beta (r(t) + \gamma p(t) - p(t-1)) \tau_i(t)
\]

where \( \tau_i \) is a trace of the input \( x_i \), with dynamics described as

\[
\tau_i(t+1) = \lambda \tau_i(t) + (1-\lambda)x_i(t)
\]

where \( \lambda \), 0 \( \leq \lambda \) < 1, is the forgetting factor of this learning equation.

### 4 The Crossbar Adaptive Array Architecture

The objective of designing the Crossbar Adaptive Array (CAA) architecture was twofold:

1) **Build a self-learning system**, a system that will depend neither on external reinforcement nor external advice

2) **Solve the delayed reinforcement learning problem.**

In order to solve the self-learning part, a genetic mechanism was introduced. In addition to the Behavioral Environment, where the agent controlled by the CAA architecture behaves, a Genetic Environment was introduced, where from the CAA architecture inherits its initial memory. That memory is connected to situations in the environment by evolution, and gives intrinsic emotions, such as “if you feel cold it is unpleasant situation, avoid it”. The concept of “cold = unpleasant” is genetically built into the agent when it is created and when initial genetic string (chromosome) is received from the genetic environment. The CAA also is able to exporting the memory as a chromosome after learning, following the principle of Lamarckian evolution. Figure 2 shows the CAA architecture.
The situations are received by the memory structure of the CAA architecture, which in crossbar fashion computes cognition (action decision and learning) and emotion. So the cognition-emotion interaction is computed in the same memory structure. The architecture represents an artificial brain architecture where both cognition part and emotion computing part (limbic system) share the same memory structure.

**Decision making process, action computation**

Being in situation $x_j$, ($x_j = 1$ all other inputs equal zero) CAA computes its action as

$$y_a = \text{sgn}(\max\{\sum w_{aj} x_j + \sigma_a\})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\sigma_a$ is a random number from a uniform distribution between -0.5 and +0.5. It represents the nature of the CAA searching strategy. Before learning, this term is dominant and CAA searches for a path in the problem space, and after learning, this term does not affect the behavior. The function $\text{sgn}(.)$ gives 1 for nonnegative and 0 for negative argument.

**Emotion feeling process**

After receiving the next situation, $x_k$, ($x_k = 1$ others zero) which is consequence of action $a$ in a previous situation $x_j$, the emotion in that situation is computed as

$$v_k = \text{sgn}(\sum w_{ak} x_k - \varepsilon_k),$$

where $\varepsilon_k$ represents the emotional state evaluation.
Since only one component in the input vector \( x \) is 1, the output emotion vector has also only one nonzero component. So the overall computation can be computed in several ways for example

\[
v = \sum_{k=1,..,m} v_k = \max_{k=1,..,m} \{ v_k \} = v_k \tag{8}\]

In the above equations \( \text{sign(.)} \) gives 1 for positive, 0 for zero, and -1 for negative arguments. The emotional sensitivity parameter \( \varepsilon_k \) can be a random number or a number received by the initial genome, and it is used in environments where a system should learn to pass an unpleasant situation in order to reach a goal situation. It is a threshold after which the system senses emotion. Overall emotion in situation \( x_k \) depends only of the emotion obtained from the consequence situation \( x_{k_h} \).

**CAA crossbar learning rule**

The CAA has only one, learning equation:

\[
w_{aj} = w_{aj} + v_k \tag{9}\]

which, written as difference equation is

\[
w_{aj}(t) = w_{aj}(t-1) + x_j(t-1)a(t-1)v(t) \tag{10}\]

Equations (9) and (10) are two forms of the **CAA crossbar learning rule**, which is represented by only one, first order learning equation.

**The CAA crossbar learning procedure** (pseudocode) in each time step has four activity steps

1) state \( j \): compute action \( a \) biasing on \( w_{aj} \), sent it to the environment
   
   the environment gives back the state \( k \)

2) state \( k \): compute emotion \( v_k \) using \( w_{jk} \). then compute overall emotion \( v \)

3) state \( j \): increment \( w_{aj} \) using \( v \) (emotion backpropagation and learning)

4) change state: \( j=k \); goto 1

5 **The 1981 Experiments in Cognition-emotion Interaction**

Both A/C and CAA architectures tried to solve two instances of the delayed reinforcement learning problem (or credit assignment problem). The two instances were path in a maze learning and pole balancing learning.

**The instance of learning path in a maze**

The A/C architecture and its approach toward solution of delayed reinforcement learning problem, was tested on the types of mazes from animal learning theory, shown on the left in Figure 3. The CAA approach used mazes motivated by the 1981 VAX/VMS computer game Dungeons and Dragons, with desirable and undesirable states, example of which is shown to the right side of Figure 3. While CAA approach used emoticons in representing states, the A/C approach did not use them, here it is added for denoting the goal state.

![Figure 3. Examples of mazes considered by AC architecture (left) and by CAA architecture (right)](image-url)
During 1981 the only architecture that solved the path in a maze learning problem was the CAA architecture (Bozinovski 1981a) and reported outside the ANW group in 1982 (Bozinovski 1982a, 1982b).

**The instance of learning to balance a cart-pole system**

The cart-pole balancing problem is a benchmark problem in control theory and artificial intelligence, and assumes a cart to which it is attached an inverted pendulum. The system is controlled by a force $F$ which moves the cart left and right such that the pendulum stays in upward position. A controller receives information about angle ($\theta$) and angular velocity ($\omega$) of the pole, and applies set of actions {$+F$, -$F$}.

For this problem A/C approach used the Michie-Chambers representation (Michie and Chambers, 1968) with 162 environment states. It restricts the movement of the pole to a relatively small angle and also movement of the cart to a relatively small left-right discourse. Negative reinforcement is received by the controller if either cart or pole goes beyond the restrictions.

The CAA approach used simpler representation, with only 10 states, taking two assumptions:

1) there is no need to consider limits of the cart displacement in order to demonstrate learning; the force $F$ is constant so it already is a limitation for displacement; it suffices to consider only the pole displacement optimization (between $-\theta_{lim}$ and $+\theta_{lim}$), and

2) for set of action force, instead of using binary set {$+F,-F$}, use ternary set {$-F,0,+F$}

With those assumptions the pole balancing problem was represented as emotionally colored, nondeterministic graph of a state space as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Emotionally colored state space for the CAA approach of the cart-pole balancing problem (1981)

With this design, a simple delayed reinforcement learning controller

$$F = g(\theta, \omega)$$

where $\theta$ is angle and $\omega$ is angular velocity, was designed which learned a simple control heuristics:

if $\text{sign}\theta \text{sign}\omega < 0$ then $F = \text{sign}\theta$, otherwise $F = 0$

The negative reinforcement was received when the pole fall down, at angle of $90^\circ$.

The CAA approach solved this problem in 1981 (Bozinovski 1981b) The AC approach solution was achieved after 1981 and was described in (Barto et al 1983).
6 Discussion: Contribution of the 1981 CAA Architecture to Cognition-emotion Interaction

This discussion is a 33 years (third of a century) look back on the work which introduced emotions and to explored cognition-emotion interaction in neural networks. The following are the pioneering contributions in 1981 to cognition-emotion interaction:

- **Solving the delayed reinforcement learning problem** (learning with delayed rewards and learning with delayed punishments) and assignment of credit problem for neural networks
- **Introducing a working self-learning (emotion based learning) system.** Before that all the neural networks learned with external teacher who corrects their action errors, either by advising the correct action, of just giving reinforcement (action evaluation but not advising the correct action).
- **Introducing new taxonomy of learning systems**, described by the following tree:

  ![Learning Systems Tree](image)

  - with teacher
  - advice
  - reinforcement
  - self-learning
  - emotion
  - similarity

- **Introducing interaction between cognition and emotion** built in a neural network. CAA computes in a crossbar fashion from the same memory structure both decisions for actions and evaluations (emotions) of consequences of actions, and learns by backpropagation of the emotion signal. The CAA learning rule explicitly contains emotion backpropagation $w_{aj} = w_{aj} + v$, where $v$ is overall feeling of consequence of action $y_s$ in situation $x_j$

- **Introducing genetic environment which defines initial emotions.** CAA is a neural network that includes the genetics environment, in addition to the behavioral environment. Initial emotions are genetically introduced to CAA agent from the genetic environment, and they contain emotional description of both dangerous and favorable situations in the behavioral environment.

- **Introducing a learning procedure (pseudocode), not just learning equations.** The CAA description (Bozinovski 1982b) was the first one that gave a pseudocode, procedure of learning

- Introducing the concept of **searching strategy** in neural networks, not a “noise” used before.

- **Introducing parallel programming in neural network implementation.** The CAA controller was running on one terminal (Bozinovski), in parallel with the cart-pole dynamics running on another terminal (Anderson). The inter-process communication was done via VAX/VMS mailboxes, which was programmed by Bob Heller.

- **Introducing a third action in modeling the control of a cart-pole balancing system.** Instead of {-F, +F} set of possible actions, the CAA experimental work introduced the three set actions {-F, no action, +F}. It simplified the control of the system.

- Introducing explicitly the concept of **state evaluation** and that way implicitly pointing out to relation to Dynamic Programming, eight years before explicit connection between reinforcement learning and Dynamic Programming was established. The CAA crossbar memory keeps only the action values, and computes the state values when needed.

- The CAA architecture was a **forerunner** (Barto 1997) and **precursor** (Barto 2007) of the eight years later proposed **Q-learning method** (Watkins, 1989). Eight years after CAA was proposed, Watkins (Watkins 1989, Barto et al 1990) proposed a learning procedure which basically uses the CAA approach, but explicitly relates the approach to Dynamic Programming, rather than to emotion. The Q-table is exactly the same as the CAA memory. The element $w_{aj}$ in CAA has the same role as the $Q(a, j)$ value in Q-learning. Although
Watkins proposed the Q-learning independently, two relevant factors should be mentioned 1) Watkins was participant of the European Workshop Session on Learning, which took place in Bled, Yugoslavia, 13-15 may, 1987, where Bozinovski presented his work on CAA architecture, and Watkins his work on search, which was not related to Q-learning. 2) Sutton who was office-mate with Bozinovski during 1980-1981, was influential in use of Q-learning as reinforcement learning method, he was one of the academic advisors for Watkins’ PhD thesis in 1989.

- Introducing **Consequence Driven Systems**, pointing out the concept of consequence related to emotion (Bozinovski et al. 1996) and decision making (Barett et al. 1998)
- The CAA architecture approach pointed to motivation research in neural networks (Bozinoski 2002, Barto et al. 2004). It also was a reason for proposing a basic law of psychology (Bozinovski 2003).
- The CAA architecture is a first **artificial brain** architecture since it includes both a cognitive part of computing decisions for behaviors, and a part (limbic system) that computes emotion as evaluations of consequences of those behaviors. And both parts share the same memory structure.
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